


INSPIRED by Bedouin tents of North Africa, Tentickle brings you best-in-class tent, canopy 
and décor solutions, combined with the most advanced stretch-fabric technology. From small, 
intimate affairs to mega festivals hosting thousands, every Tentickle structure remains durable, 
yet versatile enough to provide a unique and comfortable experience for everyone. 
With Tentickle you need only your imagination to create the perfect occasion. 
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CHARACTERISE GRACEFUL events with the historic elegance of a pure 
white tented venue. Of all the tent colours on offer from Tentickle, 
white is an obvious choice for wedding tents. A white tent also reflects 
external light and heat away, bringing greater comfort to your guests 
on a warm day and brightening the ambience in the evening.
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TENTICKLEʼS INTERIOR experience can 
easily contradict what you expect from the 
outside. Different tent fabrics combined with 
stretch décor and creative lighting instils 
a distinctive ambience for each occasion. 

GREY TENTS 4
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TENTICKLE TRIUMPHS where traditional PVC marquee tents dare not venture. 
Pitch a Tentickle canopy in almost any location for your purpose - to receive 
guests, serve refreshment or set the scene for an ideal photo opportunity. 
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WITHOUT LIMIT to tent size or shape, a Tentickle structure will provide 
shelter for everyone - in places where traditional marquee tents cannot 
work. Make use of otherwise unusable space or easily cover expanses 
larger than a football field. Tentickle stretch fabrics  also connect easily 
and remain weatherproof for the comfort of thousands. 
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IMPOSING EXTERNAL 
STRUCTURES can reveal 
unexpectedly relaxed 
interiors that require no 
special draping. However 
large your tent seems from 
the outside, you can still 
create the most welcoming 
and intimate feeling for 
your guests inside.
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THE MOST UNLIKELY PLACES can accommo-
date a Tentickle structure. Pitch your tent on 
slopes, over bumps or transform rooftops and 
boat decks into party tent venues. You can even 
site a Tentickle tent around normally impossible 
obstacles, like trees, ponds or swimming pools.
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ESTABLISH SHADE wherever needed with multiple tent and 
canopy shapes in just the right location. You can use a mini 
canopy to provide a separate registration area or just offer a 
little rest from the elements.
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WELCOME MORE PEOPLE with a semi-permanent 
installation Our Tent Sales Team will help you extend 
your venue cost-effectively, usually with no formal 
permission or planning. Therefore, you can extend 
social areas without expensive building costs, while 
complementing existing architectural elements. 
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MULTI SHAPE TENTS
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• Pitch your tent higher and achieve more floor space with  less obstacles
• Safest Bedouin Tent rigging system

• make an impression with a “flying structure”
• fewer, but more effective, accessories

 

EXTEND YOUR VENUE
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MULTI SHAPE TENTS



MULTI SHAPE TENTS
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STORM SECURE SET UP - Aerodynamic Tent Shape
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STRIKING DECORATION is easily achievable with 
Tentickleʼs exclusive stretch décor offerings. Our 
custom designed décor creations work in harmony 
with both interior and exterior tended environments, 
bringing any event to life  Let your imagination run 
wild and choose décor styles that enhance your 
event, emphasise a theme, highlight special features 
or even conceal unsightly elements. 21
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EXTEND YOUR VENUE and increase outside capacity with a canopy. 
Specify tent fabrics in your choice of colours  to blend with exterior 
surroundings and truly individualise any occasion.
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SPECIAL TENT DESIGNS
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SPECIAL TENT DESIGNS
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SPECIAL TENT DESIGNS
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SPECIAL TENT DESIGNS
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www.tentickle.co.za
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